Shadowheart-Slayer

Her name is Nikki Walker, and she is a
vampire slayer. She never thought she
would have to use her slayer powersbut she
does. She is on the trail of an ancient and
secretive vampire called Deadly Moon, and
Nikki wants to destroy her. She has her
reasons. His name is Damon Drummond
who some of you have met before, and
already know that he is a hunk of an
unusual vampire. He is bent on keeping
Nikki away from Deadly Moon.
The
sociopath vampire, WB, who had been
Pentim Rawleys right hand man has taken
over the Pentim clan, and is turning out to
be even more of a problem than his
predecessor had been. In fact, if someone
doesnt do something soonDublin will go
dark under his power, and other cities will
follow. Damon and Nikki are on opposite
sides. He is a potent vampire--she is a
skilled and powerful vampire slayer.
Problem right therebut, when they look at
each other, sparks of all kinds fly. Too
much stands between them. He will live
forevershe will notand yet
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